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Amplitude variation with offset (AV O) has been applied over the years in reservoir
geophysics for various applications including fluid detection and lithology typing
among others. Existing AV O methods utilize the reflected waves produced when a
compressional body wave is incident on an elastic interface. This study presents
new approximations for the transmission PP and PS coefficients from Aki and
Richards (2002) equations.The new approximations were compared to the original
Aki and Richards’ approximations using three different published simple reservoir
models. The transmission P-wave was approximated by a linear function while the
transmission converted S-wave was approximated with a polynomial function.
Results show that there is a similar transmission P-wave amplitude versus offset
response for the gas sand models which is different from the oil sand model’s re-
xiii
sponse. All the three models showed similar trends for the transmission converted
S-wave response, which is a general decrease of amplitude with offset. The TPS
response was inverted for three elastic parameter contrasts: the average S-wave/P-
wave velocity, the density difference/average density and the S-wave velocity dif-
ference/average S-wave velocity across the interface. Inversion resulted in a fairly
good estimation for two parameters only (the average S-wave/P-wave velocity and
the S-wave velocity difference/average S-wave velocity) up to intermediate angle
of incidence but failed to recover one of the parameters (density difference/average
density) with reasonable accuracy probably due to high non-linearity of the start-
ing TPS equation and high dependence of this parameter on higher order terms in
the TPS approximation. The presented approximations are ideal for use with VSP
geometry with receivers below the target horizon.
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تلف  ي  عة  اموجه  و  اموعفي  امهفبية  ةل  اعلتااو  وب  يلة  وجةة  ي  هةجييةف  اموافو  ج ي  اا
لويةϘفت ولةاا  عة  عيةل اموثفل لحاةا اموجاْى  ج بجع املةاةب امةةثجمه . اتلف  ي  عة  اموجه  و  
ة  لضفغوة  عفقو  عة  حا اموعفي  امهفبية   لعلتا  تفصة  اموجه  اموبةاع  امبفله  و   وجه  هعو
  ية  عوحةة  . ولواا يفصل 
و    SP ج PPه ه اماةاع  لعلةةض وةةϘ  هاةا  ملϘاةةج إعلبلفج وةفوفت  ااوةاةة   موجهفت 
 ikA. ه ه املϘاةةات امهاةا  اموعلبله  لوت وϘفةبلهف و  لϘاةةات )2002 ( drahciR ج ikAوةفاات 
 يفعلتاا  ثفث  بوف ج  موافو  وتلةϔ  ه ه امبوف ج وبشجة  ي  اموهفت امةةوة . drahciRج
وةفول ااوةاةة  موجه  ااجمة  ل  لϘاةةه يجاعو  اام  توة  يةبوف وةفول ااوةاةة  موجه  امثفبجة  امبفله  
 ل  لϘاةةه يجاعو  اام  غةة توة  ولةاا  امحاجا.
  وةفول ااوةاةة  ية  بوج هةة  ام ةة  ةحلجةف  عة  امغفي ج امةول امبلفْىج اظهةت أ  هبفمةϙ لشفي  ي
ام ةة  ةتلةϔف  ع  امبوج ج ام ϱ ةحلجϱ عة  امةول ج امبϔو. ال امثفث  بوف ج اظهةت لشفي  ي  
 امتصفئص ااوةاةة  موجهفت امثفبجة  امل  للوثل ي  بϘصف  عف  ي  عة  اموجه  و  اموعفي  امهفبية  . 
ل  لحجةةهف إم  ثفث  وةفوفت لواا ج ه  ولجعو عةع  اموجه  امثفبجة  إم  عةع   SPموجه   ااوةاةة 
اموجه  ااجمة  ,ااتلف  ي   اماثفي   ية  امحاةة  امϔفصةةة  إم  ولجعو اماثفي  ج امϔةϕ ية  عةع  
مةوةة  املحجةةة  اظهةت اموجه  امثفبجة  إم  ولجعو عةع  اموجه  امثفبجة  عة  اولااا امعوح امϔفصل ه ه ا
بلفئج هةا  ي  اعلبلفج وةفوةة  يϘو ج هوف { ولجعو عةع  اموجه  امثفبجة  إم  عةع  اموجه  ااجمة  ج 
امϔةϕ ية  عةع  اموجه  امثفبجة  إم  ولجعو عةع  اموجه  امثفبجة  عة  اولااا عوح امϔفصل } حل  
لفج وةفول ااتلف  ي   اماثفي   ية  حاةة  اامياجى  امولجعو موجه  امعفقو  ,ما  يشةت ي  اعلب
امϔفصةةة   إم  ولجعو ااماثفي  بلةه  مϰ اعلوفاهف عة  ااات  ات وةفوفت  غةة توة  يةبوف اماام  امل  
 التاوت  ات وةفول تو .
 ي  حفم  امهةϔجبفت اموجهجا  لحت امبوفϕ PSVامبلفئج اموعلتةص  ي  ه ه اماةاع  ةوا  اعلتااوهف  ي  
 اموعلها .
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In exploring for oil and gas resources, which is presently the major source of fos-
sil fuel in the world, geoscientists employ different methods. Seismic reflection
method is the industry’s unanimous choice when it comes to hydrocarbon ex-
ploration. This is because of its wider coverage at a relatively small amount of
time compared to other ground geophysical methods. Borehole seismology is an
offshoot of the wider exploration seismology in which seismic signals are recorded
by receivers that are lowered downhole (Hardage, 2000). Vertical seismic profiling
(VSP) as an example is carried out in an existing borehole, usually an exploration
well. In the quest to better understand hydrocarbon reservoirs, a plethora of
geophysical techniques to aid interpretation have evolved. One such method is
amplitude variation with offset (AVO) which some geoscientists classified into the
family of direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHI) (Brown, 2004).
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Amplitude variation with offset involves the analysis of the behavior of seismic
wave amplitude as a function of the incident angle of the impinging wave which
could be directly translated to offset using appropriate geometry. Conventional
AVO analysis involves the analysis of the variation in amplitudes of reflected
signals with incidence angle and is used in many exploration applications including
fluid detection, lithology typing and fracture mapping.
The Zoeppritz equations express the exact plane wave amplitudes of reflected
and transmitted waves as functions of angles of incidence and transmission, but do
not give an intuitive understanding of how these amplitudes relate to the various
physical parameters such as velocity and density. In order to make these important
Zoeppritz equations more useful, different approximations have appeared for these
equations in the literature, especially for the reflected amplitudes. A first practical
approximation to the Zoeppritz equation was made by Bortfeld (1961), after which
more approximations were published and used in AVO analysis. The most popular
approximation was given by Aki and Richards (2002), which presented a first-order
linear approximation of Zoeppritz equations.
Despite successes and limitations of the AVO method, it has become part of
the industry standard in seismic data analysis and interpretation for reservoir
detection and characterization. Over the years, the use of AVO analysis have
been widely applied to surface seismic data. However, in recent years borehole
seismic measurements have become widely available to better understand insitu
reservoir properties.
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In this study, I propose using AVO analysis on VSP data but on transmission
rather than reflection amplitudes. The proposed method has the main advan-
tage over classical reflection VSP-AVO analysis of avoiding undesirable effects
associated with reflected arrivals because it only utilizes the downgoing (direct)
wavefield. These undesirable effects include:
❼ Amplitude losses by absorption due to traveling through deeper formations
with unknown absorption coefficients.
❼ Amplitude losses due to reflection at deeper interfaces.
❼ Wavelet non-stationarity by shifting to lower frequencies due to traveling
longer (deeper) distances in the Earth, which acts as a low-pass filter.
❼ Accuracy loss in modeling due to ray bending by velocity heterogeneities in
deeper formations.
The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter one deals with the back-
ground of the proposed problem and the objectives of this study. In chapter
two, important previous published works were reviewed. In chapter three, the
methodology that has been followed in accomplishing the objectives are discussed,
approximations for transmission plane wave into a more practical expression for
AVO analysis are shown with the theory and derivation of relevant equations. Var-
ious models that have been used to test the approximations are also included. In
chapter four, synthetic data were generated through convolutional modeling from
the Aki and Richards equations to be used in inverting for the elastic parameters.
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Results obtained from modeling and inversion of the transmission amplitudes are
discussed in chapter five. Finally, in chapter six, I close with conclusions drawn
from the and made some recommendations for future studies.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
The partition of seismic energy/amplitude at an interface is represented in Fig-
ure 1.1. Two of the resulting scattered energy are reflected and the other two
are transmitted into the underlying layer. Most previous AVO studies have been
applied on either only the reflected PP or both reflected PP and PS amplitudes.
However, with the proliferation of VSP data, analysis of transmission PP and PS
should give us additional information and also eliminates some of the undesir-
able effects associated with reflected waves. This study will address the use of
transmission amplitude variation with offset from VSP data to estimate changes
in elastic properties while reducing the undesirable effects associated with current
AVO analysis.
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Figure 1.1: Partition of energy at an elastic interface between two half-spaces with
reflection and transmission waves
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1.3 Objectives
Reflection AVO has been extensively studied with varying applications in reservoir
characterization. However, the present study is directed towards applying AVO
analysis on transmitted wave amplitudes. Appropriate approximations will be
derived that make the transmission AVO analysis similar to the conventional
AVO analysis. The approximate equations relating transmission amplitudes to
incidence angle will then be inverted for elastic parameter contrasts. The derived
approximations are expressed in a way that facilitates their use with existing AVO
technologies.
1.4 Advantages of TAVO
High resolution is often sought after in the application of any geophysical tech-
nique. Reflection seismic wave arrivals suffer from absorption and other effects
due to longer travel path before they are recorded. However, transmitted seis-
mic wave, recorded by VSP geophone, travel shorter distance and more impor-
tantly are recorded close to the subsurface formation from which they are gen-
erated/scattered. This should lead to higher resolution with transmitted wave
amplitude compared to reflections. Therefore, using the amplitudes from these
wave arrivals in AVO analysis would probably increase the accuracy of elastic
parameter estimation from AVO studies. Transmission AVO method could also
be incorporated and used as a tool in conjunction with reflection AVO to increase
the confidence in AVO for reservoir identification.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Zoeppritz equations approximation
The propagation of plane wave incident on an elastic interface results into the
partition of the wave’s energy between the layers above and below the interface.
Figure 1.1 showed a schematic of the four types of wave modes that result from
an incident P-wave. Two of the scattered waves at the interface are reflected
into the layer above and another two are transmitted into the layer below. The
two reflected waves are denoted as RPP and RPS while TPP and TPS denote the
transmitted wave modes.
Bortfeld (1961) presented an approximation, using a physical approach, for the
reflected and transmitted coefficients for a vertically-incident longitudinal wave
because the exact equations are difficult to use. He derived an equation for the
reflected wave for an interface from which the effect of the Poissons ratio could be
noticed directly. He also observed the dependence of all converted waves on the
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shear wave velocity ratio above and below the reflecting interface. In the derivation
of the reflection and transmission amplitudes he assumed the incidence angles are
smaller than the critical angle and changes in elastic parameters are small as well,
and using these assumptions, the amplitude of the transmitted P-wave will only
differ from the incident P-wave by a small amount. Bortfeld, following the exact
values given by Muskat and Meres (1940) was able to compare his approximations
to the exact values and made the following important observations for a typical
Poisson solid. First, he noted that, the deviations between his approximations
and the exact are not greater than few percent which he did not actually quantify.
Second, the deviations increase with increasing incidence angle. Third, the devia-
tions increase with increasing contrasts of the elastic parameters, but noting that
the combined contrasts of all elastic parameters plays an important role. Finally,
the deviations decrease if the effect of the contrasts are counteracting, for instance
V1/V2 > 1 while ρ1/ρ2 < 1.
Aki and Richards (2002), provided a starting point for most practical AVO
analyses. They approximated the exact Zoeppritzs equation in a simple way in
order to attempt an approximation for any wave mode as a function of incidence
angle (RPP , RPS, TPP , TPS, RSP , RSS, etc). However, for the approximations
to be valid, they made some important assumptions which are to be considered
when working with the equations. The assumptions are similar to those made
by Bortfeld in his paper. The important ones being that, the changes in elastic
parameters are small across the interface and that all angles involved are real and
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less than 90◦. Aki and Richards (2002) noted that, for waves that retain the same
mode across the incidence interface. That is, for an incident P-wave, all other
types of scattering (e.g reflected P-wave RPP ) coefficient will be small compared
to transmission P-wave coefficients, which will be of the order of one for small
jumps in density and velocity contrasts. The conversions between P and S are
all insensitive to first-order changes in the P-wave speed. The given approximate
formulas will fail if any angle is near 90◦.
2.2 Applications of the approximations in AVO
studies
The work of Ostrander (1984) pioneered the practical use of Zoeppritz equations
in exploration. He introduced and explained the phenomenon of reflection am-
plitude change and how it could serve to characterize a reservoir. He utilized an
approximate Zoeppritz equation to analyze the offset dependence variations in
reflections amplitude for a simple horizontal three-layer gas sand model. He used
a gas and brine saturated sand layers sandwiched between two shale layers. He
noticed from the changes in amplitudes as a function of incidence angle that there
is a variation in amplitude good enough to differentiate between brine and gas
saturated sand using published values of Poissons ratio.
Shuey (1985), popularized the practical application of AVO by introducing
an interpretation technique for AVO analysis. He gave a simplification of the
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reflected RPP Zoeppritz equations into a three-term equation with each term con-
tributing differently at different angles of incidence. The simplification emphasizes
obtaining elastic properties from reflection coefficients at an elastic interface. He
described AVO as an inverse problem in which elastic parameters are inferred from
the observed amplitude as a function of increasing offset. His approximations for
the reflected P-wave differ from that of Bortfeld (1961) in the way each terms
were grouped. Considering the initial assumptions of small change in properties
and angles less than 90◦ by Aki and Richards (2002), he noted that in case of
velocity decrease his approximation is good only to about 80◦ and in case of ve-
locity increase, it is good to only about 10◦ less than the critical angle. The angles
in these approximations are the average between the incidence and transmission
angles.
Another approximation to RPP and RPS was given by Xu and Bancroft (1997)
which presented a joint AVO analysis on RPP and RPS seismic data from Black-
foot, Alberta. They derived some equations for RPS coefficient easier to be used
in PS AVO analysis. They utilized the least-square regression analysis to extract
elastic parameters from pre-stack seismic data and obtained the RPP coefficient
for constant terms in the approximation independent of incidence angle. The dif-
ficulties of PS data processing were also discussed. They compared the different
approximations for various models and pointed out effects of S-wave changes on
different models.
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Coulombe et al. (1992, 1996) applied AVO on VSP data. They considered the
use of multioffset VSP geometry with a multi-component processing workflow to
obtain the reflection coefficients for the purpose of AVO analysis. They used VSP
data in order to avoid problems associated with surface seismic methods, while
leverage on the qualities of VSPs. They also pointed out the importance of good
velocity model as a starting point in obtaining P-wave angle of incidence which
may not be so important in surface seismic applications but may overwhelm im-
portant subtle effects like AVO. They mentioned that due to the difference in the
frequency of operation between the measurements of borehole log and surface seis-
mic, AVO response using sonic velocities may not effectively match surface seismic
observations. Thus, VSP measurement provides a good compromise between the
two. Also because VSP is recorded in situ, it provides a better understanding of
the propagating wavefield, close to the formation of interest.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The method to be followed in this thesis includes getting a suitable approximation
for the transmission amplitudes as a function of incidence angle. In order to
achieve this, I start from Aki and Richards (2002) approximation of the exact
TPP and TPS Zoeppritz equations. These equations will then be expressed as a
function of incidence angle only as opposed to dependence on both incidence and
refracted angles in the original equations. Since the objective is to analyze the
offset/angle dependence of the amplitude of transmitted TPP (θ) and TPS(θ) into
a form which is convenient and in accordance with current technique for AVO
analysis, a linear relation is desired between amplitude and angle of incidence.
After achieving this, the approximations were tested on different rock models for
assessment by comparing them with the initial Aki and Richards (2002) equations
as well as the full Zoeppritz equations.
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3.1 Theory
Starting from the approximate expressions given by Aki and Richards (2002) for
the transmission amplitude of PP and PS waves as shown in equations 3.1 and
3.2
TPP = 1−
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
+
(
1
2 cos2 θ
− 1
)
∆α
α
(3.1)
TPS =
pα
2 cosφ
[(
1− 2β2p2 − 2β2 cos θ
α
cosφ
β
)
∆ρ
ρ
− 4β2
(
p2 +
cos θ
α
cosφ
β
)
∆β
β
]
(3.2)
where p in equation 3.2 is the ray parameter given as;
p =
sin θ
α
=
sinφ
β
(3.3)
approximate expressions will be derived for both TPP and TPS as a function of
incidence angle θ.
3.1.1 Derivations of transmission amplitudes
The expressions for amplitudes of transmitted body waves TPP and TPS as a
function of the waves’ incidence angle as it strikes the elastic interface will be
obtained. These expressions will serve as the basis for the estimation of models’
elastic parameters change across the interface.
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3.1.2 Transmission PP-wave approximation
Equation 3.1 can be expressed in terms of the incident angle θ using the relation:
sec2 θ = 1 + tan2 θ
TPP (θ) =
(
1− ∆ρ
2ρ
− ∆α
2α
)
+
∆α
2α
tan2θ (3.4)
which can be put in the following AVO-convenient form as;
TPP (θ) = A+Btan
2θ (3.5)
where
A = 1−
(
∆ρ
2ρ
+
∆α
2α
)
= 1−RPP0 = TPP0 (3.5a)
B =
∆α
2α
(3.5b)
RPP0 and TPP0 are the zero-offset PP-reflection and transmission coefficients
respectively. Figure 3.1(a) shows the plot of transmission PP amplitude as a
function of incidence angles for Zoeppritz, Aki-richards and equation 3.4. The
parameters used in modeling are shown in Table 3.1.
3.1.3 Transmission PS-wave approximation
For the case of TPS an approach similar to that presented in Donati and Martin
(1998) was followed where they expressed RPP as a polynomial series of sines and
14
cosines. They reported the approximation with polynomial of sine series to be
more accurate up to a fairly large incidence angle compared to that of cosine. I
chose sine series over cosine for similar reasons. Also, an approximation in which
the combinations of the elastic properties have more significance as offset increases
is more intuitive when using a sine rather than cosine series. Terms involving the
angle φ in equation 3.2 can be expressed in terms of the angle θ as:
sinφ =
β
α
sin θ (3.6)
cosφ =
√
1−
(
β
α
)2
sin2 θ (3.7)
Substituting equations 3.3 and 3.7 into equation 3.2 and expanding in a
Maclaurin’s series, and then expressing the terms in sin θ series yields;
TPS(θ) ≈
[
−β
α
(
∆ρ
ρ
+
2∆β
β
)
+
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
]
sin θ+
[
β
α
((
∆β
β
+
∆ρ
2ρ
)
− β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
3∆ρ
4ρ
))]
sin3 θ
+
1
8
(
β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
∆ρ
ρ
)
−
(
β
α
)4(
8∆β
β
+
5
2
∆ρ
ρ
))
sin5 θ (3.8)
which can be put in an AVO-convenient form as;
TPS(θ) ≈ C sin θ +Dsin3θ + Esin5θ (3.9)
where
C = −β
α
(
∆ρ
ρ
+
2∆β
β
)
+
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
(3.9a)
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Figure 3.1: Model 1 approximations for transmission PP and PS coefficients
showing responses from Zoeppritz, Aki-Richards and approximations in equation
3.8
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D =
β
α
((
∆β
β
+
∆ρ
2ρ
)
− β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
3∆ρ
4ρ
))
(3.9b)
E =
1
8
(
β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
∆ρ
ρ
)
−
(
β
α
)4(
8∆β
β
+
5
2
∆ρ
ρ
))
(3.9c)
In all of the above expressions, α , β and ρ indicate the average values of
P-wave velocity (α2 + α1)/2, S-wave velocity (β2 + β1)/2 and density (ρ2 + ρ1)/2
across the interface; while ∆α = (α2 − α1), ∆β = (β2 − β1), ∆ρ = (ρ2 − ρ1)
indicate the differences in α , β and ρ across the interface and the angle θ is
taken as the average between the incidence and transmission angle of the incident
P-wave (Shuey, 1985).
Figure 3.1(b) shows a plot of transmission PS amplitude as a function of inci-
dence angle for Zoeppritz, Aki-Richards and my approximations using 1-, 2- and
3-terms with increasing power of sin θ. From the legend of Figure 3.1(b), 1-term
approximation defines a plot of amplitude with offset using only the term with
sin θ and dropping the higher order terms while 3-terms approximation denotes
inclusion of all terms up to sin5 θ. Similar plots for the other test models are shown
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The model parameters used to generate the plots are the
same for both TPP and TPS and are shown in Table 3.1. Equations 3.5 and 3.9
are the approximations that will be used for the estimation of elastic properties
from the TPP and TPS amplitudes.
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Table 3.1: Elastic parameters for the test models. Model 1 and 2 are oil- and gas-
sand models respectively from Donati and Martins (1998). Model 3 is a gas-sand
model from Sheuy (1985)
Model Layer 1 Layer 2
α1(ft/s) β1(ft/s) ρ1(g/cc) α2(ft/s) β2(ft/s) ρ2(g/cc)
1 10400 5572 2.36 12251 7480 2.27
2 10000 4085 2.40 8005 5348 2.14
3 7569 3091 2.15 6401 4268 1.95
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Figure 3.2: Model 2 approximations for transmission PP and PS coefficients
showing responses from Zoeppritz, Aki-Richards and approximations in equation
3.8
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Figure 3.3: Model 3 approximations for transmission PP and PS coefficients
showing responses from Zoeppritz, Aki-Richards and approximations in equation
3.8
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3.2 VSP acquisition geometry
VSP data have higher lateral resolution than surface seismic data for the same
depth, due to a smaller Fresnel zone. Also, frequencies are higher in VSP data
because of their shorter one-way travelpaths through the attenuating near surface
and the underlying strata. This yields a wider bandwidth and an improved lateral
resolution. Data acquisition in VSP mode consists of a number of receiver levels
which are usually at intervals of 66 ft - 82 ft (20 m - 25 m) (Hardage, 2000).
The receiver line could be vertical or deviated depending on the trajectory of
the borehole involved. A simple vertical borehole trajectory is assumed for this
work. In a typical VSP survey, data are usually recorded in common shot gather
domain, where a group of traces are recorded by different receivers from the same
shot point. For the purpose of this thesis, there is a need to select certain number
of receivers out of the whole length of cable. In order to record the transmission
amplitudes as a function of incidence angle of the impinging P-wave, receivers that
are located beneath the interface of interest are required. A common receiver
gather (CRG) is required for the analysis of transmitted amplitudes from each
offset that correspond to a particular angle of incidence. A CRG is a group of
traces recorded by the same receiver from different shot points. Figure 3.4 shows a
typical geometry for a conventional VSP survey. The relationship between offset,
which we have control over in terms of inter-shot distances, and the incidence angle
of the incoming wave has to be known in order to convert the respective offsets, in
a multi-offset/ walkaway-type VSP geometry, into corresponding incidence angles.
21
Figure 3.4: Typical VSP acquisition geometry showing shot points on the surface
and receivers downhole
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3.2.1 Important assumptions
In order to fulfil the set objectives, there are a number of assumptions regarding
the physics and geometry of the problem at hand, the method in this work assumes
that all models studied are only vertically heterogeneous (no lateral changes in
the elastic parameters) and isotropic with no dipping interfaces. The plane wave
assumption holds for source - receiver distances that are much longer than the
wavelength of the incident wave. This is generally acceptable for pre-critical re-
flection data at typical exploration frequencies and depths (Castagna and Backus,
1993) and should also hold for transmission events.
The linearized Aki and Richards approximations are made under the assump-
tions that two solid half-spaces are welded together at an elastic interface, across
which there are only small relative changes in elastic parameters, and that the
angles involved which is the average P- and S-wave angles of incidence and trans-
mission across the interface are not close to critical angle and generally less than
90◦ (Aki and Richards, 2002).
Expansion of the TPS equation was made using a Maclaurin’s series which is a
special type of Taylor’s series. This means that the expansion was made around
θ = 0◦. Therefore, angles of incidence too far from 0◦ will fail to approximate the
starting equation.
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3.3 Common receiver gather
In order to obtain the data needed for analysis, the recorded traces have to be
sorted into CRGs. Figure 3.5 shows transmitted rays belonging to different CRGs.
I obtained a different CRG seismogram each for both TPP and TPS with the
assumption that the former is dominant on the Z -component while the latter is
dominant on the X -component seismogram respectively.
3.4 Transforming from offset to incidence angle
This is a basic step in AVO analysis because seismic data are often recorded in
distance-time (x,t) space hence there is a need to transform the offsets (x) to
corresponding incidence angles θ. If we consider Figure 3.6 consisting a seismic
source at the surface and a geophone clamped to the formation downhole. The
group of traces obtained in offset domain is termed an offset gather while angle
gather is obtained after appropriate transformation into incidence angle (Hampson
and Russell, 2004). Assuming straight rays travel path from the shot points (S)
to the receivers (R) downhole, the rays strike the interface at an angle θ1 and is
transmitted to the underlying layer with an angle θ2. From Figure 3.6 below;
24
Figure 3.5: Schematic of the concept of CRG sorting of VSP data
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X1 = (Z −H) tan(π
2
− θ2),⇒ X1 = (Z −H) cot θ2 (3.10)
from snells’ law;
sin θ2 =
α2
α1
sin θ1 (3.10a)
Hence, cot θ2 in equation 3.10 becomes;
cot θ2 =
√
1− sin2 θ2
sin θ2
,⇒
√
1−
(
α2
α1
)2
sin2 θ1
α2
α1
sin θ1
(3.10b)
By substituting the above equation into equation 3.10, X1 becomes;
X1 = (Z −H)


√
1−
(
α2
α1
)2
sin2 θ1
α2
α1
sin θ1

 (3.11)
X2 = X −X1 = H tan θ1,⇒ X = H tan θ1 +X1 (3.12)
If we substitute equation 3.11 into equation 3.12, then we get the relationship
between offset X and incidence angle θ as;
X = H tan θ1 + (Z −H)


√
1−
(
α2
α1
)2
sin2 θ1(
α2
α1
)
sin θ1

 (3.13)
It is quite obvious that the relationship between offset and incidence angle in
equation 3.13 above is non-linear. There are two possible ways of solving this
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the geometrical relationship between offset (X) and in-
cidence angle θ1. H is the depth to the interface of interest and Z is the depth to
the receiver of interest. The relationship as shown in equation 3.13 depend on the
P-wave velocity of the layer above the interface and the P- and S-wave velocities
for the layer below the interface for PP- and PS- angles of incidence respectively
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equation namely; (a) numerical method and (b) analytical method. The numerical
method entails the use of fixed point or successive approximation methods in which
we try to obtain the best value of θ given the values for offset (X), receiver depth
(Z), upper layer thickness (H) and P- and S-waves velocity of the upper and lower
layers (α1, β1, α2, β2) respectively. The analytical solution is very complicated and
it was only possible with the aid of a Mathematica➤ program (Appendix B). I
chose to use the analytical solution over the numerical solution that is less accurate
and even breaks down completely at large offsets.
It is also possible that a theoretical curve be generated for the purpose of this
transformation. Figure 3.7 shows the curve of the offset-angle data pair computed
from equation 3.12. A quadratic function fitted to this data pair is of the form
θ =Mx+Nx2 (3.14)
where M and N are constants. The values of these coefficients are very similar
for all the test models. The figure also shows a close compliance of the curve for
the three models with an extrapolated curve to very far offset computed from the
function in equation 3.14. Figure 3.8 shows a closer look at the curves. Therefore,
I think such a curves could be used as a quick way to estimate incidence angles
from offsets.
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Figure 3.7: Theoretical curves of Model 1, 2 and 3 with an extrapolated curve
including far offset. Curve like this can be generated for offset-incidence angle
transformation for an area of interest
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Figure 3.8: A zoomed-in version of Figure 3.7 showing a closer look at the points.
The trends of the curves are quite close to one another for all the models and the
interpolated curve
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CHAPTER 4
SYNTHETIC DATA
GENERATION
4.1 Test models description
Three different published reservoir models were used for testing the concepts and
methods in this thesis. The first two (Model 1 and 2) are models of an oil and gas-
sand respectively underlying a shale layer (Donati and Martin, 1998). Model 3 is
also a gas-sand model with elastic parameters typical of the Gulf of Mexico basin
(Shuey, 1985). Information about the porosity of these sands are not available
from the referenced works for Model 1 and 2, but the sand in Model 3 has 30%
porosity (Shuey, 1985). The depth to the top of the sand is assumed to be at
2625ft (≈ 800m). Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the P- and S-wave velocities and
densities respectively for the three models. The values of the parameters are also
summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 4.1: Elastic parameters for reservoir Model 1 showing P-wave, S-wave
velocity and density in (a), (b) and (c) respectively
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Figure 4.2: Elastic parameters for reservoir Model 2 showing P-wave, S-wave
velocity and density in (a), (b) and (c) respectively
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Figure 4.3: Elastic parameters for reservoir Model 3 showing P-wave, S-wave
velocity and density in (a), (b) and (c) respectively
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4.2 Synthetic data generation
The forward problem entails computing the amplitudes for a given model as a
function of the incidence angle, which will later be inverted for elastic parameter
contrasts. The scattering matrix as given by Aki and Richards (2002) is shown
as follows.
S =


P` P´ S`P´ P´ P´ S´P´
P` S´ S`S´ P´ S´ S´S´
P` P` S`P` P´ P` S´P`
P` S` S`S` P´ S` S´S`


(4.1)
The equations given by Aki and Richards (2002) are simplification of the en-
tries of this matrix for various media of incidence of P- and S-wave modes. The
entry in column 1 row 3 and 4 are expressions for downgoing P- wave to downgoing
P-and S-wave respectively.
I used thirty-one shot points in the model that goes from 0 to 4920 ft in a
step of 164 ft. As I mentioned earlier, the interface of interest was put at 2625
ft and the geophone that records the amplitudes from each shot was put at a
depth of 4937 ft. Because each shot offset is progressively further away from the
borehole, rays strike the interface at different angles and are detected at different
times. As expected, the time depends on the P-wave velocity of the layer above
the interface and also the P- and S-wave velocities of the layer below the interface
for the arrivals of TPP and TPS events respectively. The time taken for each of the
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events to arrive can be calculated by considering the travel-time from a particular
surface shot point to the receiver downhole computed as follows, and depicted in
Figure 3.6.
L1 =
√
X2
2 +H2 (4.2)
L2 =
√
X1
2 + (Z −H)2 (4.3)
therefore, the time taken for the ray to travel from S to R for TPP and TPS
respectively are;
tPP =
L1
α1
+
L2
α2
(4.4)
tPS =
L1
α1
+
L2
β2
(4.5)
Figure 4.4 shows a schematic diagram of the modeling setup. The parameters
are summarized in Table 4.1. The angle obtained from the transformation of
offset to incidence angle is substituted into Aki-Richards (2002) expression for
TPP and TPS. The respective amplitude values obtained were assigned to their
corresponding travel-times as a series of transmisivity coefficients which is later
convolved with a 40-Hz zero-phase ricker wavelet displayed as a CRG of seismic
traces as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of a walkaway VSP geometry used for forward modeling
and generation of a synthetic CRG seismogram
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Table 4.1: Forward modeling parameters for synthetic data generation with each
parameters and their respective values shown
Parameter Value
Target interface depth (ft) 2625
Source type Compressional
Wavelet type zero-phase Ricker
Frequency (Hz) 40
First shot point (ft) (0,0)
Shot point increment (ft) 164
Number of shots 31
First receiver depth (ft) 2297
Number of receivers 41
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Figure 4.5: Synthetic CRG for (a) PP-transmission and (b)PS-transmission events
for Model 1
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Analysis of transmission coefficients approx-
imations
The plots comparing my approximations for both TPP and TPS with the Aki and
Richards (2002) equations are shown in Figures 3.1 - 3.3. In all the models, the
range of incidence angles considered are either up to 90% of the critical angle, in
cases where it exists, or up to 80◦ in cases where it does not exist.
Discrepancies between my approximations and the starting Aki and Richards
(2002) expressions are described in term of percentages. For all the three models,
TPP (θ) approximations fit well with the Aki and Richards expression within
less than 0.001%. However, the same is not the case for TPS(θ). In model 1,
one term approximation is good for the TPS up to 55
◦ which is even more than
90% of the critical angle with error of less than 10%. Likewise, two- and three-
term approximations gave errors that are less than 10% up to 50◦. Considering
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models 2 and 3, there is no critical angle for these two cases and the maximum
angle of incidence to considered was 80◦. The result of TPP approximation is
similar to that obtained for the case of model 1 with error of less than 0.001%.
Errors in TPS between the Aki and Richards (2002) and my approximations
vary slightly for model 2 and 3. Generally, the error is small at short offset and
becomes progressively larger as we move towards large offset. The benchmark at
which the incidence angle (θ) conforms with my accuracy standard (i.e., error
from Aki and Richards (2002) is less than 10% or incidence angle reaches 90% of
the critical angle) for model 2 and 3 is up to 55◦. This value is still reasonably
good for typical practical exploration cases in which the angle of incidence rarely
exceeds 45◦ (Stewart et al., 2002). There is an error of 4.5% for incidence angle
of 45◦ in model 2 for the 3-term TPS approximation and about 4.0% for model
3. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the errors between my approximation for TPP
(equation 3.4) and 3-term TPS approximation (equation 3.8) and the Aki and
Richards (2002) approximations for TPP and TPS respectively at different angles
of incidence. TPP equation shows almost 0% error in the amplitude computed
with my expression for TPP and the TPP equation given by Aki and Richards
(2002). This is because it was easier to linearize this equation without any
further approximation. However, the 3-term TPS equation as given in equation
3.8, agrees very well with the starting Aki and Richards (2002) TPS equation
in amplitude values at small to intermediate angles of incidence but the error
between the two becomes significant at fairly high incidence angle beyond 60◦.
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This is due to the approximation in the truncated Maclaurin’s series required to
linearize the equation as in equation 3.8.
5.2 Elastic parameter change across the inter-
face
The test case models consist of two gas sand and an oil sand overlain by shale.
The two gas sand models were obtained from different sources. They, however,
showed striking similarities in their responses. Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 visually
depict the elastic parameters. In model 1, both P- ans S-wave velocities increase
across the interface by 18% and 37% respectively while there is a reduction in
density by 3.8%. In the case of model 2, there is a decrease in P-wave velocity
and density across the interface corresponding to 20% and 11% respectively while
the S-wave velocity increases by 31%. Model 3 showed a similar trend with 15%
and 9% decrease in P-wave and density respectively and a 38% increase in S-wave
velocity.
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Figure 5.1: Percentage error between equation 3.7 and equation 3.1 for TPP
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Figure 5.2: Percentage error between equation 3.8 and equation 3.2 for TPS
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5.3 Elastic parameters estimation
Using equations 3.5 and 3.9, the elastic parameters of a model could be estimated
by least square linear regression analysis on the amplitude vs offset plot. The idea
is to estimate three parameters which are β/α, ∆β/β and ∆ρ/ρ from the TPS
amplitudes obtained from the synthetic data. Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 show the fit of
the function in equation 3.8 to the amplitude versus sin θ plot to obtain the coef-
ficients C, D and E for Models 1, 2 and 3 respectively. With this, equations 3.9a,
3.9b and 3.9c can be solved simultaneously for β/α, ∆β/β and ∆ρ/ρ, then these
values will be compared to the values computed from the exact starting model
parameters.
Although, information contained in TPP can be obtained from other sources,
such as ∆α/α from surface seismic, however, it is worth mentioning that the TPP
approximation is easier to linearize and does not require further approximation
as against TPS which required another approximation in order to linearize it. As
a result, TPP amplitude inversion resulted in better estimate of ∆α/α and ∆ρ/ρ
with the following expressions from equation 3.5:
∆α/α = 2B (5.1)
and
∆ρ
ρ
= 2[1− (A+B)] (5.2)
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where A and B are the intercept and slope respectively from a straight line fit to
the TPP amplitude versus tan
2 θ. Figure 5.6 shows an example of fit to the TPP
amplitude for model 2.
The elastic parameter estimates in terms of C, D and E from TPS amplitude curves
are algebraically more complicated than the TPP case. The simplest of them is
the equation relating β/α and it is given by;
β/α =
1
6
(
6D
C
− (C + 6D)
2
C(K + 6
√
6Q)1/3
− (K + 6
√
6Q)1/3
C
)
(5.3)
Where
K = C3 − 108CD2 − 216D3 + C2(−90D + 432E) (5.4)
Q =
√
−C2(C − 36(D − 6E))(2CD2 + 4D3 + C2(D − 4E)) (5.5)
The expression for the other elastic parameters contrast from TPS amplitude are
given in Appendix C.
Table 5.1 shows the elastic parameters contrasts computed from the true model
parameters and that estimated from TAVO analysis for each of the models. The
estimated values for TPS are those obtained by fitting to an angle of up to 25
◦.
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Figure 5.3: Equation 3.9 polynomial function fit to the TPS amplitude of Model 1
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Figure 5.4: Equation 3.9 polynomial function fit to the TPS amplitude of Model 2
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Figure 5.5: Equation 3.9 polynomial function fit to the TPS amplitude of Model 3
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Figure 5.6: Equation 3.5 function fit to TPP amplitude of Model 2
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5.4 Accuracy of the regression analysis
Linear regression analysis is an inversion technique, based on least square mini-
mization for estimating model parameters from a given data. Approximation of
an equation is bound to have some errors. My approximate functions are fitted
to the data generated and the elastic parameters are estimated from it. Because
there is a large amount of error in the recovery of the parameters at far offsets
especially for ∆ρ/ρ, I successively limit the number of offsets used for the fit-
ting before estimating the contrast in order to reduce the error which generally
increases with increasing offset. This procedure is described in the next section
in terms of percentage errors for the three parameters inverted from TPS ampli-
tude. In Figure 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, each point on the x-axis represents the incidence
angle corresponding to the furthest offset for each fit. A total of 31 data ponits
(offsets/shot points) corresponding to about 45◦ were initially fitted. It was then
reduced to 30 offsets corresponding to about 43◦ incidence angle and fitted again.
This procedure was repeated until 4 offsets corresponding to about 5◦ was fit-
ted. The purpose of doing this is to study the sensitivity of recovering the elastic
parameters at different offset or incidence angle ranges.
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Table 5.1: Summary of elastic contrasts estimation from TAVO analysis
True values from Estimated values
model parameter from TAVO fittings
Elastic Parameters (β
α
) (∆ρ
ρ
) (∆β
β
) (∆α
α
) (β
α
) (∆ρ
ρ
) (∆β
β
) (∆α
α
)
Model 1
TPP – -0.0389 – 0.1634 – -0.0389 – 0.1634
TPS 0.5718 -0.0389 0.3101 – 0.6245 0.4597 0.2359 –
Model 2
TPP – -0.1145 – -0.2216 – -0.1145 – -0.2216
TPS 0.5239 -0.1145 0.2678 – 0.5679 0.1163 0.2377 –
Model 3
TPP – -0.0976 – -0.1672 – -0.0976 – -0.1672
TPS 0.5268 -0.0976 0.3199 – 0.5793 0.2629 0.2706 –
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5.5 Sensitivity analysis
I present in this sections the limitations of the present study in terms of error anal-
ysis and the propagation of these error to the estimation of the elastic parameter
contrasts from the TPS amplitude curves.
5.5.1 Error analysis
In this section, I quantify the amount of error associated with the estimation of
each of the elastic parameters in section 5.4 for each range of incidence angle used
in inversion based on the fittings for all the models. The percentage error between
the true parameter contrasts and my estimates of the contrasts for instance error
in ∆β/β was computed as
Percent Error in
∆β
β
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
∆β
β
)
True
−
(
∆β
β
)
Estimated(
∆β
β
)
True
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (5.6)
Figure 5.7 shows the percentage error in β/α. There is an error of less than
10 % up to around 25◦ incidence angle which progressively increases with offset
for the three models in which model 1 is the best and model 3 is worst. Likewise,
Figure 5.8, shows the error in the estimation of ∆β/β for the three models. It has
a similar trend to that in Figure 5.7 with model 2 giving the lowest error at all
offsets and model 1 having the highest. In the case of Figure 5.8 depicting error
in the estimate of ∆ρ/ρ, the error is very high at all offsets which could probably
be due to the higher nonlinearity of the ∆ρ/ρ equation relative to that of β/α
and ∆β/β with respect to the estimated linear regression coefficients C, D and E.
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5.5.2 Error Propagation analysis
When a quantity, dependent variable, which is a function of one or more different
variables with certain amount of error associated with it, is determined, the un-
certainties in the independent variable are propagated to the result of the other
dependent variable being computed. Therefore, a way to propagate or carry over
the uncertainties must be known (Bevington and Robinson, 2003). The estimation
of C, D and E from the TPS amplitudes through regression has certain amount
of error associated with each of these variables, (i.e., C, D and E) due to the
imperfect fit between the model and the data. Therefore, when these regression
coefficients are used in the inversion for β/α, ∆ρ/ρ and ∆β/β, they contribute to
the uncertainty in the estimation of each of the elastic parameter contrasts. The
general error propagation formula for any arithmetic operation is given as
δR =
∣∣∣∣ ∂R∂X
∣∣∣∣ δX +
∣∣∣∣∂R∂Y
∣∣∣∣ δY +
∣∣∣∣∂R∂Z
∣∣∣∣ δZ + . . . (5.7)
where R = f(X, Y, Z . . . )
The quantity ∂R
∂X
for example in equation 5.7 represents the sensitivity with which
R reacts to absolute perturbations, δX, in X. It is also called the condition num-
ber (Stoer and Bulirsch, 1993). Using similar analysis, the sensitivity of each of
the estimated elastic parameter contrasts could be analyzed with respect to the
uncertainties in C, D and E as given, for instance, in the case of ∆β/β.
δ (∆β/β) =
∣∣∣∣∂ (∆β/β)∂C
∣∣∣∣ δC +
∣∣∣∣∂ (∆β/β)∂D
∣∣∣∣ δD +
∣∣∣∣∂ (∆β/β)∂E
∣∣∣∣ δE (5.8)
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Where ∆β/β = f(C,D,E)
The different variables in equation 5.8 are computed as shown in Table 5.2 for
the estimations presented in Table 5.1. The partial derivatives of β/α, ∆β/β and
∆ρ/ρ as given in Appendix C are obtained with respect to C, D and E. These
derivatives are evaluated at the values of C, D and E estimated from regression.
The actual errors δC, δD and δE can be found by subtracting the true values
of these variables computed using equations 3.9a - 3.9c from the corresponding
values estimated from curve fitting.
The condition numbers are very high in the estimation of ∆ρ/ρ when compared
to the estimation of β/α and ∆β/β. This means that inversion of ∆ρ/ρ from
the regression coefficients C, D and E is very sensitive to small perturbations
in the coefficients and will lead to high amounts of error in the inversion. This
explains the reason why the percentage error in ∆ρ/ρ is high as seen in Figure 5.9.
Therefore, in Model 2, for instance, the inverted elastic parameter contrasts from
TPS amplitude are 0.5670± 0.0418 , 0.2377± 0.0211 and 0.1163± 0.190 for β/α,
∆β/β and ∆ρ/ρ respectively.
The parameters used to compute the absolute errors associated with each of
the elastic parameter contrasts, equation 5.8, is peculiar to the models used in this
study and cannot be generalized. A similar analyses have to be carried out for
models with different elastic parameters in order to quantify the errors associated
with that particular model.
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Figure 5.7: Percentage error associated with the estimation of β/α at different
range of incidence angle. Model 1 showed the least percent error and model 3 had
the most error
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Figure 5.9: Percentage error associated with the estimation of ∆ρ/ρ at different
range of incidence angle. The error is very high in all the models even at small
incidence angle
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Table 5.2: Sensitivity analysis for error propagation in the estimated elastic pa-
rameters contrasts from TPS amplitudes
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
∂(β/α)
∂C
0.9 0.9 0.7 ∂(∆β/β)
∂C
1.6 1.4 1.4 ∂(∆ρ/ρ)
∂C
5.0 3.6 3.7
∂(β/α)
∂D
7.8 9.4 7.5 ∂(∆β/β)
∂D
6.2 4.3 4.5 ∂(∆ρ/ρ)
∂D
36.8 23.7 24.4
∂(β/α)
∂E
10.0 13.0 10.5 ∂(∆β/β)
∂E
9.8 6.6 6.9 ∂(∆ρ/ρ)
∂E
75.0 57.7 58.5
δC -0.000012 -0.000006 -0.000011 δD 0.000528 0.000288 0.000485 δE -0.0053 -0.003411 -0.005074
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
I have derived approximations for the transmission amplitude versus offset from
the Aki and Richards (2002) approximation of the Zoeppritz equations. The
two transmitted wave modes have been linearized in order to make estimation
of relative changes in elastic properties from the amplitude easy through linear
regression analysis. The range of incidence angles to fit the picked amplitudes has
to be carefully computed because it could be a potential source of error in the
analysis. In order to achieve this, we propose development of some local theoretical
curves as presented in this work for offset-incidence angle transformation.
Estimation of elastic parameter contrasts using linear regression on TPS am-
plitude is not robust, as it has been shown, and quite sensitive to errors in the
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approximation. The parameters β/α and ∆β/β were recovered better than ∆ρ/ρ
.The estimate of the former were better than the latter at all range of incidence
angles. This could be due to the high nonlinearity of the parameter contrast
∆ρ/ρ with respect to the regression coefficients C, D and E in the TPS amplitude
inversion. Also, there was a large propagation of the errors in estimating C, D
and E into ∆ρ/ρ estimate than the other two parameters. A possible way to
reduce these errors in the estimation is to assume a constant value for β/α as it
is usually done in reflection AVO studies. The ratio could be obtained from the
general empirical relationship between P-wave and S-wave (Castagna et al., 1985)
or using full-waveform sonic measurement (Stewart et al., 2002). This would make
estimation of the other two parameters from TPS more accurate as it would serve
as a constraint to the inversion from the regression coefficients. Estimation of
parameters from TPP amplitude fitting was quite good for obtaining ∆α/α and
∆ρ/ρ but this means an extra effort is needed in picking amplitudes from the
TPP seismic section which could be traded for higher accuracy. Analysis based
on receiver gather holds for a homogeneous medium but may not be suitable in
case of lateral inhomogeneity and anisotropy. This kind of AVO analysis is only
applicable to VSP data as it is presented here.
6.2 Recommendations
This study has presented a case for the use of transmitted wave modes in reservoir
characterization. I have also highlighted potential benefits of transmitted waves as
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opposed to its reflected counterpart. Therefore, in order to improve this promising
method, it is recommended that;
❼ More modeling studies should be carried out to obtain a representative the-
oretical curve for offset-angle transformation because this is indispensable
in AVO modeling and analysis.
❼ Other expansion methods should be considered for approximating and lin-
earizing the Zoeppritz equations that will possibly be more accurate up to
higher angle of incidence than I have used in this study.
❼ In order to account for lateral heterogeneity and anisotropy in the subsur-
face, a common transmission point (CTP) sorting of the data should be
developed similar to the CDP concept currently used in reflection AVO.
❼ The method should be extended to multiple layers model and test with
synthetic data generated with a FWM software and also tested on real VSP
data.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS OF APPROXIMATED TRANSMISSION
AMPLITUDES
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The equation for transmitted P-wave (TPP ) amplitude (Aki and Richards, 2002)
is;
TPP = 1−
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
+
(
1
2 cos2 θ
− 1
)
∆α
α
(A-1)
which can be broken down into
TPP = 1−
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
+
(
1
2 cos2 θ
∆α
α
− ∆α
α
)
(A-2)
adding two additional terms −∆α
2α
and ∆α
2α
to equation A-2, we obtain;
TPP = 1−
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
− ∆α
2α
+
(
1
2 cos2 θ
∆α
α
− ∆α
α
+
∆α
2α
)
(A-3)
The above equation can also be written as;
TPP =
(
1− 1
2
∆ρ
ρ
− ∆α
2α
)
+
∆α
2α
(
1
cos2 θ
− 1
)
(A-4)
(
1
cos2 θ
− 1) from equation A-4 can be written using trigonometry identity as follow;
1
cos2 θ
− 1 = 1− cos
2 θ
cos2 θ
⇒ sin
2 θ
cos2 θ
⇒ tan2 θ (A-5)
Therefore,
TPP (θ) =
(
1− ∆ρ
2ρ
− ∆α
2α
)
+
∆α
2α
tan2θ (A-6)
TPP (θ) = A+B tan
2 θ (A-7)
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where
A =
(
1− ∆ρ
2ρ
− ∆α
2α
)
B = ∆α
2α
Likewise, the equation for transmitted S-wave (TPS) amplitude is (Aki and
Richards, 2002);
TPS =
pα
2 cosφ
[(
1− 2β2p2 − 2β2 cos θ
α
cosφ
β
)
∆ρ
ρ
− 4β2
(
p2 +
cos θ
α
cosφ
β
)
∆β
β
]
(A-8)
Using the ray parameter p as shown in the equation
p =
sin θ
α
=
sinφ
β
(A-9)
pα/2 cosφ from equation A-8 can be written as;
sin θ
2 cosφ
⇒ sin θ
2
√
1− (β
α
)2
sin2 θ
(A-10)
From equation A-9, sinφ can we written as;
sinφ =
β
α
sin θ (A-11)
Using trigonometric identity and equation A-11, cosφ can be written as;
cosφ =
√
1− sin2 φ,⇒
√
1−
(
β
α
)2
sin2 θ (A-12)
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and also,
cos θ =
√
1− sin2 θ (A-13)
Then, cosφ and cos θ from equations A-12 and A-13 respectively and equation A-
10 can be substituted into equation A-8 to obtain;
TPS(θ) =
sin θ
2
√
1− (β
α
)2
sin2 θ



1− 2(β
α
)2
sin2 θ − 2
(
β
α
)√
1−
(
β
α
)2
sin2 θ
(
1− sin2 θ)

 ∆ρ
ρ
−4

(β
α
)2
sin2 θ +
(
β
α
)√
1−
(
β
α
)2
sin2 θ
(
1− sin2 θ)

 ∆β
β

 (A-14)
Equation A-8 is expanded by Maclaurin’s series expansion in terms of sin θ and
simplified to obtain;
TPS(θ) ≈
(−2∆β
α
+
∆ρ
2ρ
− β∆ρ
αρ
)
sin θ+
1
4
(
4∆β
α
− 8β∆β
α2
+
2β∆ρ
αρ
− 3β
2∆ρ
α2ρ
)
sin3 θ
+
(
−β
4∆ρ
8α4ρ
− β
3∆β
α4
)
sin5 θ+
1
32
(
4∆β
α
− 24β
5∆β
α6
+
2β∆ρ
αρ
− 7β
6∆ρ
α6ρ
)
sin7 θ+. . .
(A-15)
This algebra was done with the aid of MATHEMATICA 8.0.
Equation A-15 is truncated at the third term i.e at sin5 θ and that is what I
have used for the TPP
TPS(θ) ≈
(−2∆β
α
+
∆ρ
2ρ
− β∆ρ
αρ
)
sin θ+
β
α
((
∆β
β
+
∆ρ
2ρ
)
− β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
3∆ρ
4ρ
))
sin3 θ
+
1
8
(
β
α
(
2∆β
β
+
∆ρ
ρ
)
−
(
β
α
)4(
8∆β
β
+
5
2
∆ρ
ρ
))
sin5+ . . . (A-16)
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Therefore, the expression in equation A-13 can be written in AVO convenient
form as;
TPS(θ) ≈ C sin θ +D sin3 θ + E sin5 θ (A-17)
where
C =
(
−2∆β
α
+ ∆ρ
2ρ
− β∆ρ
αρ
)
D = β
α
((
∆β
β
+ ∆ρ
2ρ
)
− β
α
(
2∆β
β
+ 3∆ρ
4ρ
))
E = 1
8
(
β
α
(
2∆β
β
+ ∆ρ
ρ
)
− (β
α
)4 (8∆β
β
+ 5
2
∆ρ
ρ
))
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APPENDIX B
OFFSET-ANGLE TRANSFORMATION
MATHEMATICA 8.0 CODE
68
In[1]:= H*=================================================================================*L
H*ð*L
H*ENTER VALUES For H,Z,V1,V2 BY MODIFYING THE FOLLOWING FOR A DESIRED MODEL*L
H*ð*L
H* H = Depth of the interface
Z = Depth of the Receiver recording the Transmission Amplitude,
Z > H is a neccessary condition 1st receiver=2297*L
H*==================================================================================*L
H = 2625; Z = 4937;
H* To compute TppHΘL Put V2=P-wave velocity of layer 2*L
H* To compute TpsHΘL Put V2=S-wave velocity of layer 2*L
Vp1 = 10000; Vp2 = 8005;
Vs1 = 4085; Vs2 = 5348;
OffsetBegin= 0; OffsetEnd = 4920; OffsetStep= 164;
H*=================================================================================*L
H*=================================================================================*L
H*=================================================================================*L
H*ð*L
H*DO NOT MODIFY ANY LINE BELOW, GO TO THE SECTION TITLED OUTPUT TO SEE THE RESULTS*L
H*ð*L
H*=================================================================================*L
In[5]:= Syp = SolveBH y * Vp12 - Vp22 y2 + Vp2 y H-H + ZL * 1 - y2  sx * 1 - y2 * Vp12 - Vp22 y2 , yF;
H*Solve the T_PPHΘL or T_PSHΘL case*L
Sys =
SolveBH y * Vp12 - Vs22 y2 + Vs2 y H-H + ZL * 1 - y2  sx * 1 - y2 * Vp12 - Vs22 y2 , yF;
pNSypositive = Chop@N@Table@pSypositive = Syp@@2DD,
8sx, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<DDD;
sNSypositive = Chop@N@Table@sSypositive = Sys@@2DD,
8sx, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<DDD;
In[9]:= pNTPi = Table@ArcSin@pNSypositive@@i, 1, 2DDD, 8i, Length@pNSypositiveD<D;
sNTPi = Table@ArcSin@sNSypositive@@i, 1, 2DDD, 8i, Length@sNSypositiveD<D;
In[11]:= NPpi = 180  Pi * pNTPi;
NPsi = 180  Pi * sNTPi;
In[13]:= NTPt = 180  Pi * HArcSin@HVp2  Vp1L * N@Sin@pNTPiDDDL;
NTSt = 180  Pi * HArcSin@HVs2  Vp1L * N@Sin@sNTPiDDDL;
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In[15]:= aNTPP = HNPpi + NTPtL  2.0;H*Corresponding theta1 in degrees
which is an average between reflected and trasnsmitted P-wave angle*L
aNTPS = HNPsi + NTStL  2.0 ; H*Corresponding theta1 in degrees which is an
average between reflectedincident P and trasnsmitted S-wave angle*L
H*where aNTPP is the angle of incident,
Since its only P-wave that is incident from above*L
In[17]:= OffsetAngOrig =
Partition@Riffle@Table@ofst, 8ofst, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<D, aNTPPD, 2D;
togeAvePpPs = Table@Append@OffsetAngOrig@@iDD, aNTPS@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@aNTPSD<D;
ofstPpi =
Partition@Riffle@Table@ofst, 8ofst, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<D, NPpiD, 2D;
ofstPpiPsi = Table@Append@ofstPpi@@iDD, NPsi@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@NPsiD<D;
aTppTps = Partition@Riffle@NTPt, NTStD, 2D;
OffsetAngOrigwPt = Table@Append@OffsetAngOrig@@iDD, NTPt@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@NTPtD<D;
OffsetAngOrigwPtnSt =
Table@Append@OffsetAngOrigwPt@@jDD, NTSt@@jDDD, 8j, 1, Length@NTStD<D;
 H*Export the offset and the corresponding
computed incidence angle for PP and PS transmitted wave-modes &
the transmission angle of the two wave-modes mentioned above *L
Export@"PureInc-PP-PSM2.dat", ofstPpiPsiD;
Export@"off-Inc-angM2.dat", togeAvePpPsD;
Export@"M2-trans-PP-PS.dat", aTppTpsD;
 In[24]:= DataPairP =
Partition@Riffle@Table@ofst, 8ofst, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<D, aNTPPD, 2D;
H*NTPt is the Transmtd angle only,while NTPP is the average between the
reflected and transmitted according to AKI and RICHARDS Assumption *L
togeP = Table@Append@DataPairP@@iDD, NTPt@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@NTPtD<D;
In[26]:= DataPairS =
Partition@Riffle@Table@ofst, 8ofst, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd, OffsetStep<D, aNTPPD, 2D;
togeS = Table@Append@DataPairS@@iDD, NTSt@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@NTStD<D;
In[35]:= ParaModelFit = Fit@DataPairP, 8x^2, x<, xD;
CubicModelFit = Fit@DataPairP, 8x, x^2, x^3<, xD; H*For PP-Transmission*L
H*ParaModelFit=Fit@DataPairS,8x^2,x,1<,xD;
CubicModelFit=Fit@DataPairS,81,x,x^2,x^3<,xD;*L H*For PS-Transmission*L
In[36]:= FitPlot = Show@ListPlot@DataPairP, PlotStyle ® RedD, Plot@8ParaModelFit, CubicModelFit<,
8x, OffsetBegin, OffsetEnd<, PlotStyle ® 8Green, Blue<D, Frame ® True,
FrameLabel ® 8"Offset", "Angle of Incidence"<, GridLines ® AutomaticD;
In[37]:= FitTest = If @OffsetEnd >= 3280, ParaModelFit, CubicModelFitD;
In[38]:= FitResult = Style@StringForm@"The Relationship is: Θ = ``", FitTestD, FontSize ® 14D;
DataTable = Style@Grid@Prepend@DataPairP, 8"Offset", "Incidence Angle"<D,
Dividers ® 88Black, 8Black<, Black<<, Frame ® TrueD, FontSize ® 14D;
H*================================================================================*L
H* OUTPUT *L
H* UnComment FitPlot to Visualize the Fitting
HNote: xOffset Value *L
H*================================================================================*L
2   offset-angle-num-Ti-Tt-ft-Model2-PS.nb
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Export@"offsetAng-Trans-PPnPS-M2.dat", OffsetAngOrigwPtnStD;
Export@"offsetAng-Trans-PP-M2.dat", togePD;
Export@"offsetAng-Trans-PS-M2.dat", togeSD;
In[40]:= FitResult
DataTable
H*FitPlot*L
Out[40]= The Relationship is: Θ = 0.0122695 x - 6.73194 ´ 10-7 x2
Out[41]=
Offset Incidence Angle
0 0.
164 1.88928
328 3.77423
492 5.65056
656 7.5141
820 9.36084
984 11.187
1148 12.9889
1312 14.7634
1476 16.5074
1640 18.2183
1804 19.8937
1968 21.5316
2132 23.1302
2296 24.6883
2460 26.2046
2624 27.6785
2788 29.1093
2952 30.4968
3116 31.8409
3280 33.1417
3444 34.3995
3608 35.6148
3772 36.7881
3936 37.9201
4100 39.0116
4264 40.0635
4428 41.0767
4592 42.0522
4756 42.991
4920 43.8941
offset-angle-num-Ti-Tt-ft-Model2-PS.nb  3
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APPENDIX C
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ELASTIC PARAMETERS
INVERSION FROM TRANSMISSION P-S
AMPLITUDE
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ΒΑ
=
1
6
-1 +
6 D
C
-
HC + 6 DL2
C S
-
S
C
where
K = C3 - 108 C D2 - 216 D3 + C2 H-90 D + 432 EL,
Q = -C2 HC - 36 HD - 6 ELL I2 C D2 + 4 D3 + C2 HD - 4 ELM and S = JK + 6 6 QN13
 
DΡ
Ρ
=
2
9 H3 C - 12 D + 8 EL2
I81 C3 - 576 C2 D + 468 C D2 + 1584 D3 + 792 C2 E - 2592 C D E + 864 D2 E -
144 C D2 L + 288 D3 L + 96 C2 E L - 192 C D E L - C3 M2 + 4 C2 D M2 - 16 C D2 M2 + 8 C2 E M2M
where
P = C3 - 108 C D2 - 216 D3 + C2 H-90 D + 432 EL ,
R = -C2 HC - 36 HD - 6 ELL I2 C D2 + 4 D3 + C2 HD - 4 ELM ,
L = -1 +
6 D
C
-
HC + 6 DL2
C JP + 6 6 RN13
-
JP + 6 6 RN13
C
and M =
1 -
6 D
C
+
HC + 6 DL2
C JP + 6 6 RN13
+
JP + 6 6 RN13
C
 
DΒ
Β
= J-7 C7 + C6 H702 D - 3088 E - 7 FL + 16 6 D HD - 2 EL F H6 D + FL R -
C5 I5892 D2 + 28 224 E2 + 3352 E F - 4 D H9376 E + 189 FL + 7 VM -
2 C4 J-4156 D3 + 16 D2 H3830 E + 129 FL + 21 6 R +
4 E I31 104 E2 + 2448 E F - 31 VM + D I-164 160 E2 - 13 952 E F + 51 VMN +
2 C3 J25 776 D4 + 16 D3 H-11 052 E + 55 FL - 192 6 E R - 23 6 F R + 1152 E2 V +
2 D2 I91 584 E2 - 8080 E F + 165 VM + 8 D J2304 E2 F + 27 6 R - 185 E VNN -
4 C J-29 376 D6 - 144 D5 H-264 E + 17 FL - 2 6 D2 H528 E - 53 FL R + 6 D F H-128 E + 7 FL R -
8 6 E R V + 24 D4 H132 E F + 17 VL + 48 D3 J17 6 R - 11 E VNN - 4 C2 J-23 760 D5 +
108 D4 H496 E + 19 FL + 6 R I864 E2 + 68 E F - VM - 2 D3 I15 552 E2 + 1728 E F + 157 VM +
4 D2 J864 E2 F + 63 6 R - 26 E VN - 2 D J480 6 E R + 41 6 F R - 288 E2 VNNN 
IH3 C - 12 D + 8 EL2 V IC2 + 36 D2 - 6 D F + C H12 D + FL + VMM
where
P = C3 - 108 C D2 - 216 D3 + C2 H-90 D + 432 EL,
R = -C2 HC - 36 HD - 6 ELL I2 C D2 + 4 D3 + C2 HD - 4 ELM and V = JP + 6 6 RN23
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